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Things are about to go from bad to wolf in the howlingly entertaining third book of the

Wingfeather Saga.Janner, Tink, and Leeli Igiby, the Lost Jewels of Anniera, are hiding from

Gnag the Nameless in the Green Hollows, one of the few places in the land of Aerwiar not

overrun by the Fangs of Dang. But there's a big problem. Janner's little brother--heir to the

throne of Anniera--has grown a tail. And gray fur. Not to mention two pointed ears and long,

dangerous fangs. To the suspicious folk of the Green Hollows, he looks like a monster.But

Janner knows better. His brother isn't as scary as he looks. He's perfectly harmless. Isn't he?

Full of characters rich in heart, smarts, and courage, The Monster in the Hollows is a tale

children of all ages will cherish, families can read aloud, and readers' groups are sure to enjoy

discussing for its many layers of meaning. Extra features include new interior illustrations from

Joe Sutphin, funny footnotes, a map of the fantastical world, inventive appendices, and fanciful

line art in the tradition of the original Frank L. Baum Wizard of Oz storybooks.
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and the High KingAppendicesReaders Guide1A Smoldering SilenceIt wasn’t a sound that

woke Janner Igiby. It was a silence.Something was wrong.He strained into a sitting position,

wincing at the pain in his neck, shoulders, and thighs. Every time he moved he was reminded

of the claws and teeth that had caused his wounds.He expected to see the bearer of those

claws and teeth asleep in the bunk beside him, but his brother was gone. Sunlight fell through

the porthole and slid to and fro across the empty mattress like a pendulum, keeping time with

the rocking of the boat. The other bunk’s bedclothes were in a heap on the floor, which was

typical; Kalmar never made his bed back in Glipwood, either. What wasn’t typical was his

absence.For weeks, Janner and Kalmar had lain in their bunks all day, Janner recovering from

his wounds, Kalmar keeping him company. Every time Janner woke, he found his furry brother

in his bunk, usually with a sketchbook in his lap. The skritch-skritch of Kalmar’s quill each

morning was as comforting as birdsong. Janner liked to lie awake for a few minutes before he

opened his eyes, listening to Kalmar’s breathing, reminding himself that the creature beside

him was, in fact, his little brother. He still wasn’t used to the way he looked, covered in fur, or to

the husky growl at the edge of his eleven-year-old voice. But his breathing was the same, and

so were his eyes. If ever Janner doubted, he just had to look at those bright blue eyes to know

that beneath the wolfish fur was a little boy.Janner took a deep breath and swung his feet to the

floor. His wounds stung. His thighs were wrapped in bandages, and he winced when he saw

the dark stains there. Nia and Leeli would have to change the dressing again, and that meant

more pain. Janner took a moment to muster the energy to stand, something he had seldom

done alone since he’d been wounded. He shuddered at the cold memory: the shock of the icy

water when he plunged in after Kalmar; the hot sting of claws digging into his thighs as the little

Grey Fang kicked against his embrace; claws scraping against his back and tearing his shirt to

shreds; and, worst of all, the sharp teeth as they bit into his shoulder and neck—his brother’s

teeth.The ship creaked and fell silent again. Since the day they had sailed away from the Ice

Prairies, the ship had seemed like a living thing. It groaned like an old man sleeping; it coughed

when the sails luffed; it sighed when they tacked into a happy wind. The crew shouted and

laughed at all hours of the day, and even at night Janner was kept company by the slapping of

waves against the hull and the murmur of sailors keeping watch.And then there was the

heartbeat of the ship: Podo Helmer. Janner’s peg-legged grandfather marched from fore to aft,

starboard to port, the steady tap-clunk, tap-clunk of his footsteps beating deep into the night,

keeping the ship alive and all its passengers with it. The old man’s voice boomed and bellowed,

a presence so constant that if Janner ever wondered where Podo was, he had but to listen for

a moment to hear either a barked command, a burst of laughter, or the beat of his wooden

stump on the deck.But now the ship’s heart had stopped beating, and that was the silence that

had woken Janner. Neither the odd calm of the waters, nor the silence of the crew, nor even

Kalmar’s absence was as troubling as the utter stillness of Podo Helmer. It was as if the old

man had disappeared.Then, as if to confirm Janner’s sense of dread, there came to his nostrils

the unmistakable smell of smoke. Janner stood, too fast, and the pain in his legs, neck, and



back made him dizzy. But he didn’t care. He had to find out what was happening on deck, even

if just to be sure that he wasn’t stuck in a nightmare.Janner took three steps toward the stairs

and the hatch flew open. Light poured into the hold.“Janner! My boy, what are you doing out of

bed? In the words of Mildresh Enwort, ‘You’ve been badly wounded by your brother’s clawful

attack!’ ” Oskar N. Reteep’s round form filled the hatchway, blocking the sunlight like an

eclipse.“Mister Reteep, what’s wrong? Where did everybody go? Why do I smell smoke?”

Janner took a step forward and winced as another pang shot up his leg.Oskar jiggled down the

stairs to Janner’s side. “Easy, there. That’s it, lad.” He took Janner by the arm and helped him

forward.Janner asked again, “What’s happening?”Oskar pushed up his spectacles and wiped

his sweaty pate. “Everything’s all right, lad. Everything’s all right.” Oskar, who used to spend all

his time puffing on a pipe at his desk in the rear office of Books and Crannies, who had only

ever read about real adventures, and who had never been on a ship before, was as close to

being a sailor as he would ever be. He was barefoot, his breeches were cut off at the shin, and

he wore a sleeveless shirt, which allowed him to proudly display his new tattoo. And though he

was no smaller and no less squishy, he seemed healthier.“If everything’s all right, why do I

smell smoke? Are the Fangs back?”The seven Fangs they’d subdued on the ship when they

escaped Kimera had gotten rowdier by the day. They had howled and scratched at the stowage

walls until it became clear that they wouldn’t stop until they scraped their way out. The

Kimerans wanted to execute them, but Nia wouldn’t allow it. Weeks into the voyage, Podo

decided to set them adrift on a little skiff with a jug of water, assuring everyone that it was as

good as an execution, and that if the Maker wanted them to survive, it was up to him to arrange

it. Janner had lain awake many nights, imagining that they’d somehow catch up to them, slip

aboard, and kill the crew in their sleep.Oskar waved his hand as they mounted the first step.

“No, no. Those wolves are long gone. Your mother sent me to bring you topside.” Oskar’s face

turned grave. “There’s something you need to see.”Janner had always been impatient when it

came to getting answers. With his legs hurt, the eight steps to the deck were likely to be an

arduous journey, and he didn’t want to wait that long. “What is it? Please, Mister Reteep!”“No,

lad. This is a thing to see, not to hear about. Now bear up and come on.”Janner took his old

friend’s arm and eased his way up the steps into the sunlight. When his eyes had adjusted, he

saw the open sea for the first time since they’d set sail. He had seen the ocean from the cliffs

back home, stretching out forever east, and he had seen it when they escaped the Ice Prairies,

with the frozen crags at his back. But now it surrounded him. The effect was dizzying. The Dark

Sea of Darkness was vast and terrible to behold; it quickened his pulse and took his breath—

and he knew in an instant that he loved it.He thought of the little sketch of his father sailing

alone on his twelfth birthday and how he had gazed at the picture for hours and longed to do

the same. The smell of the sea, the sun on the water, and the knowledge of his father’s love for

sailing rushed at Janner like a rogue wave and sent his heart spinning.The exhilaration faded

when the breeze shifted and the sharp smell of smoke invaded his thoughts again. He pulled

his eyes from the ocean and noticed that everyone on the ship was on deck, standing at the

port rail, looking silently south at a cloudy sky. Standing among the crew was a tall, beautiful

woman, her left hand on a little girl’s shoulder and her right on the shoulder of a little Grey

Fang. Beside them stood Podo, shirtless and strong with what looked like a club in one

hand.“Come on, lad,” Oskar said, and Nia, Leeli, Kalmar, and Podo turned to greet him.Seeing

them together gave Janner strength. He pulled away from Oskar and limped into his mother’s

arms. His legs, neck, and back stung but he didn’t care anymore. He had seen each member of

his family over the weeks of his recovery, but never all at once. He felt Podo’s hand on his

head, Leeli’s cheek against his shoulder, his mother’s arms enfolding him without jarring his



wounds—and Kalmar’s hand on his forearm.Then he felt Kalmar’s claws, and though he didn’t

want to, he cringed—only a little, but enough to break the happy spell of his family’s

welcome.“Good morning, son,” Nia said, taking his face in her hands. She smiled at him, but

there was grief in her eyes. Janner could see she’d shed tears recently. Leeli didn’t say a word

but held Janner’s hand and looked out at the gray horizon.“Mama, what is it?” Janner asked.

“Why won’t anyone tell me what’s happening?”Nia helped Janner to the railing and pointed at

the horizon. “Look.”But Janner didn’t see anything unusual. The waters were eerily calm, as if

the Dark Sea were holding its breath. It felt like their ship was trespassing. But that wasn’t

anything to look at, was it? Everyone on the ship was staring at something, but Janner saw

only clouds—then he remembered the smell of smoke, and he knew.“Those aren’t clouds, are

they?”Podo shifted on his wooden leg and shook his head. “No, laddie, they aren’t.”“It’s smoke,”

Janner said.All the maps Janner had ever studied sped through his mind. He saw continents

and countries fly past, with their rivers and borders and forests. He saw Skree and the Phoob

Islands and the wide expanse of the Dark Sea of Darkness, and then he saw in his imagination

their ship approaching the Green Hollows in the east. There, just to the south of where Janner

guessed they might be, was a little island off the northwestern coast of Dang.“Anniera,” said

Janner. “The Shining Isle.”“Aye, lad. Nine long years,” Podo said, “and it’s still burning.”2A

Haven in the HollowsIf Janner had ever wondered if Anniera was a real place, now he knew.He

didn’t just know by the awful smoke choking the sky or its scent on the wind, but by the look in

his mother’s eyes. It was as if the churn of the Dark Sea had abandoned the waters and left

them calm, only to inhabit the eyes of Nia Wingfeather. When Janner looked up at her, he saw

sorrow, anger, pain, and fear passing over her face like colliding waves, stirring the deep

waters of remembrance. More than ever, Janner believed. He believed because Anniera wasn’t

just a story to his mother; it was memory. She had walked there with the man she loved. She

had given birth to her children there. For a while, she had lived and breathed the legend of the

Shining Isle.Janner looked out at the gray sea and the black smoke that hovered above it and

grieved for her loss; he grieved, too, for his own. He had lost his home, just as she had. When

he thought of the Igiby cottage standing empty and dark, and of the Glipwood Township, now

just a ruined village at the edge of the cliffs, he felt a stab of homesickness. How much more,

he thought, must his mother long for her kingdom, her city, her people—and her husband?

Since the day they had fled Glipwood, they had been on the run, moving from place to place.

From Uncle Artham’s tree house to the East Bend of the Blapp, from Dugtown to Kimera, and

now across the Dark Sea toward the Green Hollows, which lay somewhere just beyond the

horizon.Janner was tired of running. He wanted a place to call his own, a place where Fangs

didn’t roam, where Stranders didn’t want to cut his throat, and where he and his family could

finally be at peace. He wanted rest. He had even entertained the idea that perhaps reports of

Anniera’s destruction had been wrong. Maybe they would find a way to live in the land of his

dreams; maybe he and his family could even live in Castle Rysen again, where he’d been born.

A castle!Janner’s cheeks burned at his foolishness. He was only twelve, but he was old enough

to know that life usually didn’t turn out like it did in the stories he read. Still, until this moment

he had allowed himself the tiny hope that the white shores of Anniera might be waiting for him.

Now that hope burned up and floated away with the smoke on the horizon.“Mama, how could it

still be burning?” Leeli asked.Nia’s lips stiffened and her eyes filled with tears. When she didn’t

speak, Podo answered for her. “I don’t know, lass. I suppose if you were determined to cinder

everything in the land, it could take years.”“Nine years?” Kalmar asked.Nia wiped her eyes.

When she spoke, Janner heard the tremble of anger in her voice. “Gnag has hate enough in

his heart to melt the very foundations of the castle, down to the bones of the isle itself. He



won’t rest until Anniera sinks into the sea.”“But why?” Janner asked. “Why does he hate it so

much? Who is he, even?”“Who knows? When hate rages long enough, it doesn’t need a

reason. It burns for the sake of its own heat and devours whatever, or whomever, is set before

it. Before the war, rumor came to us about an evil in the mountains—but Throg is a long way

from Anniera. We never imagined it would come to us.” Nia closed her eyes. “By the time we

realized the Fangs were after Anniera, it was too late. Your father believed the Symian Strait

would protect us—or at least give us time to mount a defense.” She shook her head and looked

at the children. “The point is, Gnag seemed to come from nowhere, like a crash of lightning. He

wanted Anniera. He wanted us dead.”“But he doesn’t want us dead, Mama,” Leeli said. “We

only got away because he wants us alive.”Nia sighed. “You’re right. I can’t make sense of it,

except that he knows what I’ve known since you were born.” She dropped to her knees, turning

her back on the smoky sky and looking up at the children’s faces. “He knows you’re special.

You’re more precious than you can imagine. It seems that Gnag built his army of Fangs out of

people.” Kalmar looked away. His wolf ears lay back like the ears of a frightened dog, and Nia

pulled him closer. “But when he attacked Anniera, I saw monsters so awful I can’t describe

them. Gnag has uncovered old secrets. Secrets about the stones and songs, secrets I think

Esben—secrets I think your father knew something about.”Every time Janner heard the name

Esben, his stomach fluttered. It was still hard to believe his father had been a king. But all this

talk about power and secrets and stones was frightening.It was true that the three children

could do things Janner couldn’t explain. When Leeli sang or played, Janner had heard the sea

dragons in his mind. Their words had buzzed in his head like bees in a hive. Sometimes Leeli’s

song connected the siblings even when they were miles apart, and Kalmar seemed to be able

to see—to really see—what no one else could, especially when Leeli sang.Several times now

something had awoken within them, something they couldn’t explain. Nia had told them it was

a gift of the Maker, something they couldn’t—and shouldn’t—control. But if they couldn’t control

it, how could Gnag? And why did he want to? How could he know something about them that

was mysterious even to their mother?“I wish he’d leave us alone,” Leeli said, resting her chin on

the rail and looking down at the water.“I just want things to be normal again,” Kalmar said.

“We’ll be normal in the Green Hollows, won’t we?”Nia put her hand on Kalmar’s furry face. “I

hope so.”“How do we know the Green Hollows is still safe?” Janner asked.“The Hollowsfolk are

strong, and they’ve never liked outsiders. If anyone has kept Gnag and his armies out of their

country,” Nia said with a smile, “it’s my kinsmen.”“And once Gnag figures out we’re there?”

Janner asked. “What then?”“I don’t know. But the more Gnag seeks you, the more convinced I

become that he’s afraid of you. Afraid, children. So take heart. After the battle in Kimera, I have

a feeling Gnag might have finally learned to leave the Jewels of Anniera alone.”“And if he isn’t

finished with you,” said Oskar, “he’ll look everywhere but right under his nose. If I were Gnag,

I’d imagine you three ran west, past the edges of the maps, or south, past the Sunken

Mountains—as far away from Dang as possible. But here we are, slipping right into his own

backyard.”“The Green Hollows is Gnag the Nameless’s backyard?” Kalmar asked.“The

southern border of the Hollows is the Killridge Mountains, where they say Gnag sits among the

peaks in the Castle Throg and broods on the world’s destruction,” Oskar said.“But the mountain

range is huge,” Nia said. “And treacherous. There’s no way through. The only people crazy

enough to live there are the ridgerunners.”“Ridgerunners! Pah!” said Oskar, trying to sound like

a sailor. He spat, but instead of a nice, dense, seaworthy glob plopping into the sea, it was a

spray of white spittle, some of which landed on Podo’s arm.“Keep practicin’, old friend,” Podo

said, wiping it off. “Make sure ye get the bubbles out before ye spit. And remember, it helps if ye

snort. Improves the consistency. Watch.”Podo reared back and snorted so long and loud that



the whole crew took notice. They watched with admiration as Podo launched a dollop of spit

that sailed an astonishing distance before splooshing into the waves. The Kimerans nodded

and murmured their approval.Podo wiped his mouth. “Sorry, lass. Ye have to seize the

teachable moments, you know. Carry on.”“As I was saying,” Nia said with a withering look at

Podo, “the ridgerunners are the only ones who live in the mountains.”“But the ridgerunners

serve Gnag the Nameless, don’t they?” asked Leeli. “Zouzab does.”“The ridgerunners serve

themselves,” Nia said. “The only reason Zouzab was in Skree at all was because Gnag

captured him. Or maybe bribed him with fruit.”“They do have a thing for fruit,” Oskar said.Janner

thought about Mobrik, the ridgerunner in the Fork Factory. If it hadn’t been for three apples,

Janner would never have been able to bribe the little man, and he’d probably still be covered in

soot at the shearing station with Sara Cobbler and the others.The thought of Sara Cobbler

made his heart skip a beat. Every day since he had escaped the factory, he had thought of her

bright, courageous eyes. He was haunted by the memory of her trapped behind the portcullis,

in the clutches of the Overseer and Mobrik, while he clattered into the night on the carriage.

But what could he do? He was on the other side of the world now. Even if he were still in

Dugtown, he wasn’t sure he could help her.“But couldn’t Gnag just go around the mountains?”

Kalmar asked Nia.“You don’t have to worry about that either. The rest of the Hollows is

surrounded by a deep, twisted forest. They call it the Blackwood. As far as we know, no one’s

ever survived it. It’s thick with ancient trees, and terrible things live there. The sheepherders

who wandered close enough to see the forest’s edge always returned with the most awful

stories. Stories about monsters.”Leeli shuddered.“What kind of stories?” Janner asked.“What

kind of monsters?” Kalmar asked.“The Hollowsfolk call them the cloven. Split and twisted

things. The scarytales said that Ouster Will was a cloven.” Nia shivered. “The point is, Gnag

won’t come through the Blackwood, either. Not even Fangs would be so foolish. The Green

Hollows is as safe a place as we’ll ever find.”“If there’s anything left of it, lass,” Podo said.

“Maker knows you’re right—the Hollowsfolk are a wiry bunch and more than capable of

keeping the Fangs at bay. But it’s been nine years. The world has changed. No one ever

thought Anniera would fall, either.”Podo looked south with a surly eye. Janner wondered if the

old man was troubled by memories of Anniera, where Wendolyn—Janner’s grandmother—had

been killed by the Fangs of Dang.One of the Kimeran crewmen shouted, “Captain! Something’s

coming!”All eyes turned to the sailor at the foredeck, who pointed at the smoky southern

sky.“Somebody get me the ’scope!” Podo snarled, and in an instant a sailor handed him a long

cylinder. Podo propped his elbow on the rail and squinted into the telescope.A moment later,

Janner saw a shape speeding toward them like an arrow out of the smoke.“No fear, lads,” Podo

said. “It’s the birdman.”3At the Helm of the EnramereArtham circled the mast of the ship once

before landing lightly on the deck. His transformation from Peet the Sock Man to a powerful,

winged being gave Janner hope that the world wasn’t just full of terrible surprises but wonderful

ones too.Artham’s wings stretched as wide as he was tall, with dark feathers and bright red

and white eyelets. His torso and chest were lean and muscular, like any other chest and torso

except for the reddish, almost scaly skin—like a rooster’s comb, Janner thought—and the dark

little feathers that swept up his sides and swirled over his shoulders. Artham’s face was

hawkish and his hair shot out in several directions in a way that complemented his lanky frame.

When his boots touched the deck, there was hardly a sound but the windy flap of his wings and

a leafy rustle when he folded them.Janner beamed with pride when Artham’s bright eyes fell on

him first of all. He forgot his wounds and found himself standing straighter.“Janner. I’m glad to

see you alive.” Artham’s voice was rich and refined, the voice of a Throne Warden—nothing like

his high-pitched gibbering weeks ago. He gave Janner a smile and a quick nod, and then he



turned to Podo with a serious look. “We’ve been spotted. Three ships are sailing straight for us

from the south. I planned to fly over and get a look at—at the Isle, but I saw the ships coming

and turned back. We don’t have much time.”“What kind of ships?” Podo asked.“Not

sure.”“Fangs?”“Probably. There was plenty of movement on the decks, but I couldn’t get close

enough to tell whether it was the slithery sort.”Podo scowled. “There’s little chance we can

survive a fight against three ships.”“What can we do?” Janner asked, feeling at once that he’d

spoken out of turn.“The only thing anyone can do. Press on and pray the Maker brings us

safely to port.” Podo winked at Janner, then turned his full attention to the crew. “You men, trim

the sails and get us to the Hollows! If there’s not wind enough, we row!”The crew snapped into

action, and the ship came to life.“Janner, you’re bleeding!” Leeli said.Janner looked down and

saw a trickle of blood slipping along his left shin. As Nia and Leeli bustled him downstairs into

the hold, he cast a glance over his shoulder at Kalmar and Artham, the little wolf and the

birdman, wishing he could stay with them on deck.Then the wind began to blow. The crew

shouted as one, and Janner heard Podo above them all, whacking his old bone club on the

mainmast and bellowing praises to the Maker and curses on the Fangs with the same breath.

Wind filled the great sails and tensed the mast, and like a waking giant, the boat groaned as it

heaved ahead.Their ship, Janner had learned, was called the Enramere. She was a relatively

new vessel, built not ten years before the Great War according to Podo’s reckoning, which

made her under twenty—not long enough to have many of her own stories but long enough to

prove herself seaworthy. She’d been used first as a fishing boat, but in the years after the Great

War, she’d been recommissioned by the Fangs for use in transporting troops and supplies to

and from Dang. Gammon, the leader of the Kimeran rebellion in the Ice Prairies, along with a

company of his warriors, had seized the ship during a raid of the Phoob Islands years ago and

had kept her ready ever since.Janner felt like he knew the Enramere intimately, having lain so

long in her hold like a baby in a crib, listening to her hum, feeling her nod, watching the colors

of the wood change with the angle of the light coming through the porthole. Now, with the

crew’s footsteps thumping overhead and the wind pushing her east, he imagined the ship’s

pleasure as she cut through the waves at a fast clip. He had read about ship captains in books

like Scourge of the Sea and Before the Western Wide, how they named their ships and treated

them like true loves. He thought about his father’s affection for sailing and wondered if his own

keen impression of the Enramere’s mood and manner was due to Esben’s blood in his veins.

He hoped so.When Nia was satisfied that Janner’s injuries were properly tended, she allowed

him on deck to help however he could. Janner didn’t want to be in the way, so he stood with his

back against the door of the captain’s cabin and waited for the right moment to ask someone

what he could do. Moments after he climbed into the late-afternoon sunlight, he was caught up

in the business of sailing and forgot all about his wounds.The crew shimmied up the mast and

hauled fat ropes and skittered to and fro for no apparent reason, while Podo bellowed orders

from the helm with one hand on the wheel and the other waving the bone club around his

head.“Look at him.” Kalmar’s furry head appeared at Janner’s shoulder. “Sad to think this is his

last ride.”The wind whipped Podo’s white hair into a fury, and at the edges of his mouth curled

a terrible, grizzly grin, but his eyes were bright and calm, pools of still water that wouldn’t ripple

for all the winds of Aerwiar. Podo Helmer was made for the sea and for danger and for the

clash of wills, and so the fierce love in his heart for his family bolstered his strength even as

their peril rose. It was a thing to see. But whatever the day’s outcome, whether they were sunk

by the ships or they slipped safely into the port in the Green Hollows, this would be Podo

Helmer’s final dash across the waves. The dragons had allowed their old enemy this final

passage across their waters.“Looks like he means to make it a good one,” Janner said.Artham



swooped down and landed on the prow. He pointed south and shouted, “They’re

gaining!”Kalmar helped Janner limp between the burly Kimerans to the port rail. Janner spotted

three ships in the smoky distance. They were a long way off, but they were pointed farther east

on a course to intercept the Enramere before it reached the Green Hollows. Janner didn’t know

much about sailing, but he could tell the other ships had the advantage of the wind.Podo strode

to the rail and squinted at the horizon, making a sound between a snarl and a laugh. He shook

his fist in the air, threw a fiery curse across the waves, whirled around, and stomped back to

the helm.“Come here, lads!” he barked.Janner and Kalmar exchanged a glance and dashed to

the wheel.Podo grabbed Janner’s hands and placed them on the handles. “Hold here and

here.” Podo knelt, put his scratchy face beside Janner’s, and pointed. “See that little hump in

the distance?”Janner did. A thin, dark shape on the eastern horizon. “Yes sir.”“That’s where

we’re headed. That’s the Green Hollows. It’s farther away than it looks. Now keep her nose

pointed just to the left of that spot and she’ll sail straight for it. Kalmar, yer job is to keep Janner

company and to fetch me if the wind changes. Clear?”“Yes sir,” Kalmar said.“But where are you

going?” Janner asked, hating how frightened he sounded.“I forgot me pipe. If this is my last

voyage, I aim to enjoy it.”Podo marched away, humming a happy tune as he disappeared into

the captain’s quarters, leaving Janner feeling very small at the helm of a very big ship. The

wheel tugged back and forth with a will of its own. It was harder to hold steady than he

expected. He felt the slow rise and fall of the sea beneath him, the thrilling tension of wind and

water, and the way sail and keel and rudder harnessed that power to drive the Enramere

through the waves.Janner took a deep breath, squinted one eye, and aimed the ship as Podo

had instructed. He was conscious of the crew watching him, but he tried to focus all his

attention on the hump of land and did his terrified best not to look anywhere else.After a while,

he realized he was smiling so wide his cheeks hurt. For the first time in his life, he was

sailing.4Fresh WoundsSeveral minutes later, Podo emerged from his cabin with a pipe

between his teeth, and though Janner was thrilled to be steering the ship, he was relieved that

Podo was back. But the old sailor only nodded at Janner and moved to the bow to speak with

Artham. Janner’s arms were getting tired, but he already knew he would miss the feeling of the

wheel in his hands.He glanced to his right and his smile vanished. The ships in the distance

were gaining. They were close enough now that Janner could make out movement on their

decks. More than once Kalmar had to remind him to keep his eyes on the land at the horizon

because the nose of the Enramere was drifting to port or starboard.“Can you see them?”

Janner asked.“Yeah,” Kalmar said.“How many?”“It’s still hard to tell. The weird thing is…”

Kalmar’s voice trailed off. His ears twitched, and his face looked troubled.“What is it?” Janner

asked.“I can smell them.” Kalmar wrinkled his nose. “Lots of them. And it’s not just that I can

smell them. I can smell their numbers. If I wanted to, I think I could probably count how many

there are, just by sniffing.”“You should tell Grandpa,” Janner said. “I’m sure he and Uncle

Artham would want to know how many we’re up against. And, Kal? I’m sorry.”“Sorry for

what?”“Your new sense of smell,” Janner said gravely. “It must be awful. I’m so sorry.”“What do

you mean?” Kalmar asked.“Grandpa’s toots must be unbearable.”They exploded with

laughter.“I know!” Kalmar said. “I didn’t want to say anything, but I can hardly breathe! And it’s

not just Grandpa—it’s everybody.” Kalmar lowered his voice. “Especially Leeli!”Even as he

laughed Janner was fascinated by the way the old Kalmar seemed to peer out through the

Grey Fang, as if he were only wearing a costume.“Look out, you’re off course,” Kalmar said,

wiping his eyes with his furry forearm.The nose of the ship had drifted south again, and Janner

tugged at the wheel until the ship straightened. Podo glared at him from the forecastle and

pointed just left of the land in the distance, then jabbed his pipe back between his teeth and



resumed his pacing.Kalmar clapped Janner on the back, right on one of his bandages. Janner

hissed and jerked away. The cold, painful memory of Kalmar’s claws raking his skin returned,

and Janner felt a flash of irritation. At first it was just irritation that Kalmar had smacked him, but

beneath it lay a seed of anger, a deeper wound that worried Janner. He didn’t want to be angry.

He was glad Kalmar was back, and he knew that the Fang who had thrashed in the water was

only a shadow of his little brother. But still. It had been those same claws. Those same

teeth.“Sorry,” Kalmar said. He wasn’t smiling anymore.“Don’t worry about it.” Janner tightened

his grip on the wheel and shrugged. “Just keep those claws to yourself.” He meant it as a joke,

but it came out bitter.Before Janner could apologize, Kalmar shrank away and padded across

the deck. Janner wanted to follow, but he couldn’t leave the wheel. Artham, deep in

conversation with Podo on the other side of the ship, saw Kalmar leave. He gave Janner a

questioning look, and Janner replied with a shrug and a heavy sigh.“Captain Helmer!” cried a

sailor from the rigging. “Captain!”Janner craned his neck to see a Kimeran sailor clutching a

line and leaning precariously from the mainmast, a scope up to his eye.“What is it, sailor?”

Podo answered without taking his eyes from the oncoming ships.“They’re not Fangs! It’s men

on the decks!” A cheer went up from the crew.Janner spotted Kalmar at Podo’s side, speaking

to him and pointing at the ships. Podo nodded and patted him on the shoulder.“Kalmar here

says there are more than a hundred sailors on yonder ships, and that they’re cooking henmeat

with totatoes and butterroot. That’s a meal I ate many a time in the Green Hollows, boys!

They’re Hollowsfolk on them ships, and that means we’ve got ourselves an escort to Ban

Rona!”The crew cheered again. Then something splashed into the water a short distance away.

Before Janner had time to wonder what it was, he spied commotion on the deck of one of the

distant ships, and a tiny speck rose into the air, gaining in size as it arced toward them. A stone

the size of Janner’s head fell short of the Enramere by an arrowshot and disappeared into the

waves with a mighty splash.Podo ordered one of the men to run up a flag of surrender, but it

did no good. More stones splashed into the water—still a fair distance from the ship but getting

nearer every moment.Why were they attacking? Surely the Hollish ships could see by now that

they weren’t Fangs. Maybe it didn’t matter. Maybe the Hollowsfolk had become like the

Stranders, so twisted that they despised not just the Fangs but everyone. It had been jarring to

realize that men and women could be as treacherous as Fangs, ready to cut your throat or bind

you and toss you into the Mighty River Blapp. And because regular people had it in them to

treat a soul with kindness (unlike Fangs, as far as Janner could tell), theirs seemed a greater

evil. But the Hollowsfolk? Janner had only ever heard good things about them—rowdy people,

sure, but not evil. Not like Stranders, at least.An earsplitting crash shook the Enramere as one

of the catapulted rocks found its mark at last. It smashed into the deck on the starboard side,

splintered the rail, and bounced into the sea. No one was hurt, but Janner shuddered to think

what would happen if one of those stones hit someone.He realized the ship had drifted off

course again so he tugged the wheel around to straighten it, wondering what he was doing at

the wheel when they were under attack. He was too young and too small to helm a ship during

a battle.As if in answer, a strong, familiar hand squeezed the back of his neck.“Fine steering,

Janner,” Artham said. “But it’s time to get below. Things are getting ugly up here.”Another stone

smashed into the Enramere, and without a thought of either sailing or his wounds, Janner

hurried down to the main deck after Kalmar, dodging frantic Kimeran crewmen and praying he

wouldn’t be in the path of the next stone. As he descended the steps to the hold, he heard

another crash and felt the vibration in the ship.Belowdecks on a bench built into the bulkhead

sat Nia, Leeli, and Oskar, their eyes wide with fear.“Janner! What’s happening?” Nia asked.

“Are we close to the Hollows?”“No ma’am. But it wouldn’t matter. It’s Hollowsfolk in the ships,



not Fangs.”“What?” Nia asked, narrowing her eyes.“They started launching stones at us as

soon as they were close enough.”“But—”“Your highness, even the people of the Green Hollows

are corruptible,” Oskar said.“Nonsense,” said Nia. “These are my people. And it’s time they

knew it.” She stood and straightened her dress, showing no concern when another stone shook

the ship. “Come with me, Leeli.”5“The Boatwright’s Daughter”Nia marched up the stairs, flung

open the hatchway to the deck, and waited for Leeli to catch up. Beyond her, Kimeran crewmen

made ready for battle as Podo ordered Artham to bring the Enramere about. Janner, Kalmar,

and Oskar stared after Nia in shock for a moment, then followed Leeli out of the hold. Janner

had no idea what his mother was up to, but he wasn’t going to cower below and miss it.“Lass!

What do ye think you’re doing?” Podo said from his perch at the mainmast. “Get below before

ye get hurt!”“I’ll do no such thing. Janner told me those are Hollish ships. Is that true?”“Aye,”

Podo shouted, “and it’s Hollowsfolk sailin’ em. But they’ve given us no chance to parley and

won’t stop their launching though we’ve waved and whooped like cowards. They aim to sink us

and I don’t aim to be sunk. So it’s a fight, kinsmen or no.” He winced as another stone crashed

into the sea just beyond the bow.The look Nia aimed at the three Hollish ships was enough to

make Janner want to hide. She marched to the prow and pulled Leeli with her. “Leeli, get out

your whistleharp and play us a song, dear. Play it loudly. How about ‘The Boatwright’s

Daughter’?”The three Hollish ships were near enough now that Janner could make out the

sailors’ burly figures and catch the glint of swords, axes, and hammers in their hands. Behind

the sailors crowding the rails stood a line of archers. They drew back their bows as another

sailor lit the end of each. In moments, the Enramere would be burning.Leeli pulled her hair

from her face and lifted the whistleharp to her lips. She bobbed her head, remembering the

melody, then loosed the song into the winds.When she played, the air itself changed. The sails

luffed and the very waves seemed to pause in their dance as this new music flew over them.

Janner’s ears tingled, and a now-familiar sensation filled his head. He could hear words—

ancient words in an ancient tongue—and though he didn’t understand them, he could sense

the memory and mood of the speaker as if he were eavesdropping on a conversation through a

wall.He was listening to the sea dragons. The knowledge came to him that there were scores

of them swimming below their ship in great loops and whorls, a herd of serpents as aware of

him and the Enramere as he was of the clouds in the sky.Kalmar whimpered, closed his eyes,

and flattened his ears. Janner’s mind swam with voices, and he knew that however vividly he

heard the dragons, Kalmar saw them, and with that thought came fleeting images of ruddy

scales and shimmering fins, sharp teeth and bright eyes in the murky deep.He blinked away

the vision and pulled his attention back to Leeli, who stood at the forecastle as she had stood

at the icy crags of Kimera, playing her whistleharp and swaying with the song.The Hollish

sailors froze and stared across the water at the Enramere. The only movement was the sea.

Then, beginning with one voice and growing to many, these words came from the Hollish

sailors:I’ll come to you in the wintertimeWhen the fruit of the fall is fadingI’ll bring a barrel of

apple wineAs long as your love is waitingBut oh the sorrow a sailor seesWhenever he meets

your fatherHe’s mean as a swarm of deadly beesHe’ll cut off your legs right at the kneesIt does

no good to beg him pleaseTo marry his only daughterSo I’ll come to you in the spring of the

yearWhen the bud and the bloom is growingAnd I’ll drive an ox to plow, my dearAnd furrow the

field for sowingBut oh the sorrow a sailor knowsWhenever he meets your fatherHe reeks of the

sweat between his toesThe roaches gather wherever he goesAnd never a man will ever

proposeTo marry his only daughterSo I’ll come to you in the summertimeWhen the grass in the

hollow is swayingWe’ll nibble the grapes and clementinesAnd look at the children playingBut oh

the sorrow a sailor weepsWhenever he meets your fatherHe picks his nose when he’s



asleepHe’s big as a cow and smart as a sheepI pray the Maker my soul to keepI love his only

daughterSo I’ll come to you when I’m old and grayI’ll sail from over the waterI’ll lay a rose at

your father’s graveThen I’ll marry his only daughterWhen the song was over, Leeli lowered her

harp and looked up at Nia. “Was that right, Mama?”“Perfect,” Nia said. “Look.”The Hollish ships

drew near, but no arrows were shot and no stones were launched. The Kimeran crewmen drew

their weapons and gathered around Podo at the port rail like a wall. The Hollish assault had

stopped, but it would take more than a shanty to ease the tension. The Enramere had been

damaged, and some of her men were wounded.“Highness.” Oskar took Nia by the arm.

“Highness, you and the children should take cover. If the Hollowsfolk have come under the

sway of Gnag the Nameless, it’s best if they don’t know the jewels are on board.”“If anyone in

Aerwiar despises Gnag, it’s the people of the Green Hollows,” Nia said. “My children will be

quite safe.”“Oskar’s right,” Podo said, his eyes still trained on the approaching ships. “It’s been a

long nine years. A lot can happen, even in the Hollows. You should get below. Artham, you too.

There’s no sense trying to explain those wings of yours just yet.”After glaring at the two old

men for a moment, Nia herded the children below. Artham followed with his wings folded tight,

ducking behind the Kimerans and into the hold.“I felt them again,” Janner said when the

children had settled around the table. “The dragons, I mean.”“Me too,” said Leeli. Her voice

trembled. “I thought they were coming again. For Grandpa.”“They were already here,” Kalmar

said. “Hundreds of them. They’re swarming the water below the ship, and I think they’ve been

with us the whole time.”Leeli grabbed Kalmar’s hand and looked at him with tears forming in

her eyes. “Were they angry? Are they after us again? They’ll take him. I know it.”“They weren’t

angry,” Janner told her.“How do you know?” Leeli said. “What did they say?”“I don’t know what

they said, but it was nothing like before. I don’t think they’ll betray their promise. Grandpa’s safe

till he gets to the Hollows. Don’t worry.”Leeli studied Janner’s face for a moment, then relaxed a

little.Janner glanced at Artham, remembering that he, too, could hear the dragons speak, but

he only stood at the top of the steps with one hand on the door and the other on the hilt of his

sword, ready to fling open the door and rush to Podo’s aid if things with the Hollish sailors went

badly.The Enramere thudded into the Hollish ship, and Janner heard first the thump of feet on

deck as they lashed the ships together, then voices. Nia stopped her pacing and listened,

tense as a bowstring. Leeli still gripped Kalmar’s hand and stared at the floor of the ship as if

she could see the herds of dragons congregated below.After what seemed a long time, the

door at the top of the steps opened and Podo peeked his grizzly head inside. “Artham, you and

the children keep out of sight for now. Nia, dear, your people would like to see you.”Nia drew a

deep breath and climbed the steps without a word. Before the door closed behind her, Janner

caught a glimpse of a few Hollish sailors. They stood a head taller than the Kimerans and had

broad, hairy chests, red and gold hair, and beards so thick and bushy they looked like bears.

When they saw Nia, their eyes widened, and Janner heard gasps.The door shut and Artham

winked at the children. “This is going to be fun,” he whispered, and he beckoned the children

closer. They scrambled to the top of the steps and put their ears to the door.“I am the daughter

of Podo Helmer and Wendolyn Igiby,” Nia said in a strong voice. “My husband was Esben

Wingfeather, and with him I ruled the Shining Isle until Gnag the Nameless waged war on the

free lands of Aerwiar. You may have thought me dead and my children with me, but by the

Maker’s hand we live and sail from Skree to the Green Hollows for refuge. My name,” she

paused, “is Nia Wingfeather, Queen of Anniera, daughter of the Hollows.”After a dumbstruck

silence, a rowdy cheer exploded on the deck. The Hollish sailors clapped in time and chanted,

“Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!” The chant carried to the other Hollish ships and grew in volume until

even Artham and the children gave up their silence and chanted too.Janner moved to open the



door, but Artham stopped him.“Your mother will present you when she sees fit to do so. You’re

not just a boy on this side of the sea, lad. You’re a Throne Warden, and these Hollowsfolk know

what that means. Just wait.”Janner wasn’t sure what all that meant, but he didn’t mind. His

mother was a queen and a native daughter. These were her people. And they were a people

who were strong enough to have survived the Great War and still sail the Dark Sea. They were

still fighting. It meant there were yet places in the world that Gnag hadn’t ruined, places where

Janner and his siblings might finally make a home.“Are we going to be all right?” Kalmar

asked.“I think so,” Janner said. “Didn’t you hear? Our mother is the Queen of the Shining

Isle.”“Will we have a house?” Leeli asked, her eyes widening.Artham laughed. “And a bed

too.”Janner limped back to his bunk and eased himself into it, wondering where the Hollowsfolk

kept their books and how long it would be before he got to settle into the nook of a tree and

read.A few minutes later, Nia appeared. Her cheeks were flushed and she looked happy. She

announced that they were a half-day’s sail from Ban Rona, where the people of the Hollows

would give them, she was sure, a queen’s welcome.6Through the Watercraw“Children! Keep

out of sight, but come here. I want ye to see this.”Podo didn’t have to say it twice. The children

had spent four long hours in the ship’s hold, bursting with anticipation of their arrival at the

Hollows. Janner and Leeli hurried up the steps and into the late-afternoon light, but Kalmar

stayed behind.“Kalmar?” Janner said, peeking back into the hold.“Go ahead.” Kalmar sat on his

bunk, a gray shadow among shadows. “I’ll be out in a minute.”“Go on, Janner,” Artham said. “I’ll

keep him company.”Janner was too excited to wonder what was wrong, so he pulled the door

shut behind him and squeezed between Nia and Leeli at the rail. He spotted the lead Hollish

vessel ahead of them. The second ship was a short distance off the port side, and the third

was following the Enramere.“That,” Podo said, pointing from the wheel, “is your new home. Ban

Rona.”In the light of a fiery sunset, Janner’s first look at the port city of the Green Hollows was

magnificent. They were sailing into a harbor, the mouth of which was framed by towering cliffs

on either side, forming a wide gateway. The cliffs were narrow, like two giant walls rising out of

the water, twice as high as the mast of the ship. The walls stretched for miles, curving back to

the mainland on either side of the port, as if the ships were sailing through the open end of a

giant horseshoe.The crags rose above them, sharp against the deepening blue sky; foamy

waves clapped like thunder against the feet of boulders worn smooth and strange by epochs of

tidal surge. At the top of the cliffs, bonfires blazed and figures stood on the brink, watching

them pass, hoisting swords and axes and bows in time with the familiar “Rah! Rah! Rah!” of the

Hollish warriors.“Word has already spread,” Oskar said. He removed his spectacles and wiped

a tear from his cheek. “The Queen of Anniera has returned.”Janner was surprised to see that

Nia wasn’t smiling. Her back straight, her face stern, she was a tower of strength, fiercer with

each syllable of her kinsmen’s chant. She appeared both younger and older, and Janner felt a

shiver of awe that this woman was his mother.On the far side of the harbor, nestled in the arms

of the cliffs, lay the city of Ban Rona. The sun was low enough that streetlamps had been lit,

and firelight glowed from a thousand windows as if the buildings were watching their arrival

with happy faces. The dwellings at the waterfront were connected by a maze of torchlit

boardwalks. The city rested on the slope of a hill, at the top of which stood a stout gray

fortress.“The Keep,” Nia said.“Is that where the king lives?” Leeli asked.“There isn’t a king in

the Green Hollows. We call him the Keeper, and he’s more like a chief. The Keeper isn’t part of

a bloodline, like a king usually is. He’s chosen by the people at the Banick Durga.”“The games,”

Janner said. “I remember reading about them.”“Yes. Maker willing, we’ll go this year and you

can see them for yourself.”As the last of the Hollish ships slipped into the harbor, Janner heard

grinding metal and groaning timbers. His first impulse was to run for cover, but neither Nia nor



Podo seemed concerned. Nia pointed at the precipice of the nearest cliff and said,

“Watch.”There was a commotion at the top of the walls. The clank of metal grew louder and

louder until at last the waters behind the ships foamed and roiled, and out of the sea rose the

biggest chain Janner had ever seen. It drooped between the cliffs, and as it rose he saw more

and more chain, interconnected like a giant fishing net. It stretched across the entire opening,

forming a massive iron grid that nothing bigger than a rowboat could pass through.“It’s called

the Watercraw,” said Podo over his shoulder. “No ship, no matter how strong, can breach such

a defense. No wind could blow hard enough, and no captain would be foolish enough to

try.”Janner felt himself smiling. He wasn’t sure about the rest of the Green Hollows, but at least

Ban Rona was safe. Safe from people like the Stranders, and safe from Gnag the Nameless

and his Fangs. The cozy houses that lined the streets of Ban Rona looked as warm and inviting

as the Igiby cottage, and Janner hoped one would be theirs.As the crew took in sail and Podo

steered the ship toward the wharf, Janner watched a sailor from the first Hollish ship leap to the

dock and confer with an assembly of men and women gathered to greet him. More people

appeared and lashed the Enramere to the dock. The ship thudded into place and stilled.Their

voyage across the Dark Sea of Darkness had ended at last. The Kimeran crew cheered, and

their joy spread to the crowd gathered ashore. People clapped and whooped and

chattered.Everywhere Janner looked he saw Hollowsfolk—men with rugged faces and bushy

beards, women with long hair enflamed by the bright sunset, children peeking out from

between the adults—all of them dressed in browns, deep greens, and blues, all of them

smiling, all of them eager to see with their own eyes the return of their lost daughter. Podo

watched Nia, who looked out over her people with eyes that shone with tears.The crowd

parted, and the biggest man Janner had ever seen moved to the front. He was dressed like the

others, but his shoulders and huge arms were bare. Around his neck hung a golden chain with

a glimmering red pendant. At the edges of his rusty beard were seven little braids, each

beaded with a jewel of a different color. His nose was crooked in a way that made him more

handsome, and his eyes were big and kind. He wasn’t old, but he wasn’t young, either—there

was wisdom in the ruggedness of his face. Janner liked him immediately.When the man’s gaze

settled on Nia, he froze. The two of them looked at each other without a word, and the crowd

hushed.The man spoke quietly, but the wind carried his voice. “Nia.”Janner felt his mother

stiffen, and after a pause she said, “Rudric. Rudric ban Yorna.” Her face softened. “You’re the

Keeper?”“I am. And you,” he said as he bowed his head, “are the Queen of the Shining Isle.

Long have I asked the Maker to protect you, wherever you were. Long have we kept our hillfires

burning with the hope that this day would come.”The man’s face glowed in the last blush of

dusk. He dropped to his knees, and like a great wave emanating outward, all the Hollowsfolk

did likewise. Janner’s arms prickled at the sight of a thousand men and women bowing to his

mother.Rudric stood and raised his voice. “Welcome, daughter of the Hollows!”The Hollowsfolk

cheered and the men beat their chests with fists like sledgehammers.Rudric held up a hand to

silence them as he looked past Nia at the ship’s crew. “Podo Helmer, is that you?”“Aye,” said

Podo. He nodded at Rudric and stepped forward. “You’re even bigger than you used to be,

lad.”“And you’re as terrifying as ever.”“Is yer father well?”“As well as can be for an old fighter.”

Rudric smiled and raised an eyebrow. “He still swears he can’t smell properly out of his left

nose hole because of you.”“Served him right,” said Podo with a chuckle.Rudric’s eyes fell on

Janner. “I don’t have to ask if this is Esben’s son.”Janner blushed and looked at his feet. None

of his wounds hurt now.“It is,” Nia said. “My eldest. Janner Wingfeather.”“A Throne Warden,

then?” Rudric said with an approving nod. “And this young beauty is the Song Maiden?”“Yes

sir,” Leeli said with a curtsy. “My name is Leeli Wingfeather and I’m nine.”Rudric laughed. “An



honor to meet you, Leeli. The Green Hollows is a land of music. May your songs fill the

vineyards and valleys in the days to come.” Rudric looked the ship over again and asked,

“What about the third?”“Janner, where’s Kalmar?” Nia asked.“He’s belowdecks with Uncle

Artham—”“Artham? Artham Wingfeather is here?” asked Rudric, shocked.“Yes, I’m here.”

Artham emerged from the hold and stepped to the rail. He had draped a canvas over his

shoulders and wings, and clutched it at his chest in a way that also concealed his talons. The

crowd gasped and many whispers filled the air as word spread along the boardwalk and into

the streets that Artham Wingfeather was present.
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Rfeew, “These books are fabulous!. I LOVE these books!! I'm an adult with no kids to read to

(unfortunately) and I LOVE these books. The author does such a great job of telling a

compelling story that both kids and adults can appreciate and enjoy. It's so hard to put these

books down because I just have to know what happens next.”

Darcie L., “FAVORITE new book series!. I have always loved Andrew Peterson as a singer/

songwriter. This book series puts my opinion of him up over the top! It is my new favorite book

series, along with Harry Potter, Chronicles of Narnia, etc. Good values, great character

development, such emotion... and from such a neat author. It's the journey of 3 siblings (2

brothers and a sister), so if you have kids, it is wonderful for discussing how the siblings

interact with each other (for good or bad), and shows the of value... all with the drama,

adventure, intrigue and great storyline of a true fantasy novel. Buy all 4 books! You won't

regret it.”

Keith Douglass, “Wingfeather Saga - what a winner!. This book - and the entire Wingfeather

Saga - became our favorite family activity in the month following Chrirstmas. We read the

books aloud to our children, and EVERYONE from our 5-year old to our nearly 14-year old

(and their parents) was on the edge of their seat for the next chapter - and next book. I cannot

recommend this series high enough - Andrew masterfully and poetically weaves adventure and

silliness in with identity and heart issues that speak to the hearts of children and adults alike.”

Lane T. Denson, “The series keeps getting better and better. A fantastic book. Whereas the first

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/xekAx/The-Monster-in-the-Hollows-The-Wingfeather-Saga-Book-3


book was setting up the world and revealing the overarching plot, and the second was more of

an extended chase, the third makes it seem like the protagonists have finally found some

peace.At first I wondered how the author would make the "home" setting as exciting as the

previous two books, but he truly outdid himself with the third one.Can't wait to dive into the

finale...”

Joshua D. Reitano, “Most suspenseful of the series. This is the third in Andrew Peterson's

award winning fantasy series The Wingfeather Saga. The Monster in the Hollows tells the story

of the Wingfeather children hiding from Gnag the Nameless in the Green Hollows, one of the

few places in the land of Aerwiar not overrun by the Fangs of Dang.It's a story about the

children attempting to assimilate into a new culture and figure out how to do life (simple things

like make friends, go to school, survive bullies, etc.). It's also a story about Kalmar's battle

against guilt and shame, and Janner's struggle to protect his little brother. There also is a

wonderful side story about Sarah Cobbler and the rebellion at the Fork Factory.Of the three

Wingfeather books, this has the least "laugh out loud" passages (there were many in the first

two books). However, what it lacks in laughs, it more than makes up for in suspense. I read the

majority of the book in two nights. I'd finish a chapter and not be able to put the book down

because I simply had to know what was going to happen next (this rarely happens for me; I

almost always choose sleep over resolutions in plot lines). There also were a few tear jerker

moments, beautifully written and wonderfully woven into the plot line.Fairy tales are great

because they create for the reader (especially in kids) a moral imagination. You can't learn

compassion or sacrifice or courage from definitions. We need to see examples in great stories.

The Monster in the Hollows is one of those great stories that helps to form the good, the noble,

and the beautiful in our minds and hearts. Peterson may very well be a better novelist than he

is a songwriter (and that's saying something). I can't wait to read these books to my daughter.”

Vicky Fleming, “Excellent children’s fiction. My seven year old absolutely loves this series of

books. As soon as he had finished this one (we read some to him and he read the rest to

himself at every opportunity) he immediately wanted to move onto the next book in the series

to find out how the story continued.”

Dhahabu, “My favourite of the Wingfeather series. This whole series is amazing but this book is

my favourite. After the journeying and running of the previous book, the Igiby family finally find

a safe place to settle. New characters are introduced, as well as heartbreaking situations for

the family. It's a bit of a tearjerker but a wonderful read, uplifting and inspiring despite the sad

parts!”

Aaronjon, “Lewisian Fiction of the highest caliber. Can't rave enough - my kids (8 and 10) -

can't put them down. Great writing, great characters, great development, great world-building.”

Vitor Veiga, “Awesome. Like the last three books , good all the way. Things usually don’t

happen like we expect, what makes this book really good.”

Mary Grace, “Keeper Her Reading. My Daughter is loving this series.”

The book by Andrew Peterson has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 2,223 people have provided

feedback.
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